ABSTRACT. We consider dual integral equations involving inverse associated Weber-Orr transforms. Elementary methods have been used to reduce dual integral equations to a Fredholm integral equation of second kind. Some known results are obtained as special case.
INTRODUCTION
Dual integral equations involving inverse associated Weber-Orr transforms Wtv [;] , arise in the study of mixed boundary value problems in elasticity and torsion. Srivastav [1, 2] considered some dual integral equations involving W(,,;] and 0,0[;]-In a recent paper, Nasim [3] considered the following dual integral equations: w,,,l.-V()',x] (x) a x c w;_,.,-C);x]--ACx), c <x < where k 1,2 v >-I and p is an unknown function. A general solution with a few special cases was established in [3] by using elementary methods. However, the analysis in these solutions is rather complicated.
In the present note we have considered the following dual integral equations W,7'_v,,,[-xpf),x]-gl(x), a <x c, w:,_,.,,[-V(),x]--.g,_(x), c <x < where v > -,y(> 0) is not an integer with y + ct-I a positive integer, xp is an unknown function. This system is reduced to the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of second kind for -I < ct I < I with t-13 , 0. The method utilized here involves the use of certain multiplying factors to the equations somewhat similar to the method used by Noble [4] , Mandal [5] [6] , it may also be deduced that 2-tfax r( + )t '--a,__.,(t;,a), (3) for Re() > -1 and Re(-2) > . DEFINITION [7] .
REDUCTION OF DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATION TO A FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION OF SECOND KIND
We consider the dual integral equations R,'-'t,,,(x;,a) (2), we obtain
Similarly, multiplying each side of (5) Case (i). -1 < t-13 < 0,t-13 <min{ 1/2(v-y-),1/2(v-2y +)}.
We take a'=-1 -(a-13),13' a-13. Because of the conditions on a', 13' in (6) and (7), we must < t-13 <0, t-l < (v-,-). Then (6) and (7) p2)l-a-1 R_v.$p;u,a)dp du, Equations (8) and (10) (p;u,a)dp.
Kl(u,t)
Equation (11) 
c<t<.
Now we multiply both sides of (12) by -v-'/o+ and differentiate with respect to and then using the p/V-v(t2-p)-'R_,(p;u,a)dp u, at<c.
As before, equations (13) and (14) have identically the same left-hand side which is therefore defined for all > a. Since we have assumed ? + ct 15 to be a positive integer and ct I < v 2y + therefore by the lemma in section 2, we find F(1-ot+ [5) -R,_,_,/,,(t;,a)'(t)dt (15) 21-ct+l
f, These dual integral equations were considered by Noble [4] . From (11) and (15), the solution of the above dual integral equations become: )at,
This result was obtained in [4] 
